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ABSTRACT
The importance of coal as a source of energy for the 
United States has grown considerably over the past few years. 
To meet the expanded demand for coal, the United States 
announced the resumption of the leasing of federal tracts 
of land for coal mining activities by private industry. 
However, several sections of the legislation concerning 
these leases have been altered, due mainly to the pleas 
of environmentalists.
The computer model described in this thesis is based 
on the requirements set forth in the Federal Coal Leasing 
Program. An estimated value for the bonus bid, which is a 
one-time lump-sum cash payment paid by the highest bidder 
for a federal lease, is the primary result obtained from 
the model. The bonus bid is derived from the net present 
worth of the property; the net present worth is calculated 
as the sum of the discounted cash flows resulting from mining 
operations on the property. The cash flows, the gross income 
in a given year less all cash outlays for that year, are dis­
counted to incorporate a rate-of-return on investment, or 
profit, for the purchaser of a lease. The various elements
iii
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contributing to the cash flow, such as income, royalties, 
expenses, and taxes, are entered in the appropriate sequence.
Several factors can affect the net present worth of a 
mining property, and each should be considered in determining 
an acceptable bonus bid. Among these factors are differing 
taxation requirements depending on the location of the pro­
perty, possible delays in development due to equipment acqui­
sition problems or environmental-related problems, and uncer­
tain cost figures for the mining processes.
The government desires to obtain fair market value for 
public lands offered for leasing. In attempting to achieve 
this goal, the government should not overlook a need to be 
fair to private industry. Coal leasing should be dealt with 
in a business-like, professional manner, as this country needs 
adequate energy supplies for the future. To this end, the 
government should obtain the most accurate data within reason 
for the offered tracts of land, and allow private industry 
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A few years ago the energy crisis became a fact to many 
disbelieving Americans. The member nations of the Organiza­
tion of Petroleum Exporting Countries imposed an oil embargo 
upon most of the western nations, thereby focusing attention 
on the dependence of these countries on this oil. Because 
of this embargo, the United States urgently organized a study 
into the possibilities of self-sufficiency in energy resources. 
Project Independence was initiated by the federal government 
to assess the energy needs of the nation and to develop a 
national energy policy leading to self-sufficiency in energy 
if possible. Some results of that study along with current 
developments are portrayed as follows.
Oil and natural gas have long been the dominant sources 
of energy for the United States. Domestic production peaked 
in the early 197 0's, and prospects do not appear optimistic 
for exceeding that peak in the future. Foreign production, 
while available at high prices, now has become a political 
tool, and, hence, unreliable. Nuclear energy production 
is technologically available and domestic reserves plentiful,
1
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but public opinion is building substantial resistance to 
this source of energy. Also, the high initial capital ex­
pense and lead-time requirements hinder nuclear capacity.
Oil shale production, which once loomed as a vast near-term 
supply, is currently under great stress and no recovery of 
that industry in the near future is foreseen. Other energy 
sources, such as solar and geothermal production, are not 
technologically feasible in sufficient quantities to be 
depended on at the present time.
Coal has purposely been omitted from the above list.
The vast reserves of coal available in the United States 
put coal in a class by itself. Reserves sufficient for 
several hundred years at current consumption levels are 
proven. Despite environmental and logistical problems, 
coal remains one bright spot in the energy picture.
Federal leasing of coal lands is important for the 
following reasons. About 50 percent of present proven re­
serves are on government lands, mostly in the western states. 
Although a moratorium on coal leasing existed for several 
years, recently enacted legislation appears to be clearing 
the way for more leasing in the near future. This leasing 
requires competitive bidding, resulting in a bonus payment 
by the highest bidder; hence, the development of the discounted 
cash flow (hereafter called DCF) model.
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The purpose of this paper is to present this DCF model 
as used for federal coal leasing investigations. The dif­
ferent components of the model are discussed, followed by 
a description of the input requirements and the output. An 
example strip mine problem is presented, and the effects of 
variation in certain key parameters are illustrated. Finally, 
some conclusions and suggestions pertaining to leasing and 
to this model are offered.
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DCF MODEL
This DCF computer program has been developed by follow­
ing the requirements of the Federal Coal Leasing Program 
legislation as enacted by the Congress of the United States. 
Two primary methods exist pertaining to the leasing of gov­
ernment lands for coal mining. The first is competitive 
bid leasing, which is open to the public. The second con­
cerns preference right leasing, which used to permit owners 
of coal properties adjacent to federal lands to apply for a 
non-competitive lease to that property. Since current legis­
lation has eliminated preference right leasing, only those 
applications already under consideration will be processed.
The purpose of the DCF computer program in competitive 
bid leasing is to assist in the determination of the minimum 
bonus bid which should be required by the federal government. 
Data for the program are to be gathered by mining personnel 
of the United States Geological Survey. These data, repre­
senting capital investments, operating costs, and anticipated 
incomes, are used along with tax rates and allowances, royalty 
requirements, a reasonable company profit rate, and other 
pertinent information to arrive at a net present worth for 
the property. This value is submitted to an Evaluation
4
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Committee, which is responsible for delivering the final 
determination of value to the Bureau of Land Management, 
the agency which directs leasing of government lands.
The purpose of the DCF computer program in preference 
right leasing is to determine whether or not coal exists in 
commercial quantities. The same data are required as for 
competitive bid leasing. The net present worth determines 
the answer: if positive, the lessee will recover his capital
investment plus the specified rate-of-return and have the 
amount of the net present worth in excess; if negative, the 
lessee does not recover his capital investment plus rate-of- 
return, and the tract is not offered for leasing.
The following sections detail the models required in 
this computer program. These requirements are taken from 
legislation which has been enacted by the Congress. For more 
information on federal leasing, either the thesis by Philip 
Cloues (1971) or the publication of the hearings (U.S. Congres 
1975) should suffice.
Phases
Many distinct events occur over the lifetime of a mining 
operation. This lifetime has been divided into four phases 
to represent the various partitions in the mining of a deposit 
Pre-development, development, production, and post-production 
are the names associated with these four phases. A descrip­
tion of the mining operations and cash flow for each phase 
follows.
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Pre-development. The pre-development phase includes 
all those activities related to the acquisition of a property 
for mining the coal present. Such activities would include 
exploration of the area, investigations into purchasing 
mineral and surface rights, determination of markets for 
the product, and any other processes prior to the actual 
purchase (or lease) with intent to mine.
The cash flow for this period of time involves several 
types of expense but no income. Expenses may include several 
of the following possibilities: fees paid for earlier studies 
of the area, such as geologic or environmental investigations; 
exploration costs, either geologic reconnaissance or geologic 
core drilling necessary to determine the characteristics of 
the deposit; and other expenses incurred prior to the deci­
sion to purchase the property. Other pre-development expenses 
involve the lease acquisition. The bonus bid paid to the 
federal government is one example. Prior to production, a 
minerals rental payment is required. The purchase or rental 
of surface rights may be an additional expense.
Once the acquisition of mining rights through purchase 
or lease of the land is accomplished, the pre-development 
phase is considered complete. The diligent development re­
quirements set forth in the legislation impose a one to ten 
year limit on this phase.
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Development. The development phase consists of those 
activities performed after acquisition of mining rights but 
prior to any coal production. Continued exploration is one 
such activity; others would include equipment selection and 
purchase, facilities design and construction, access road 
construction, and other actions necessary in preparation for 
coal production.
The cash flow in the development phase involves much 
capital investment. The only possible income allowed is from 
the sale of coal recovered in underground mining shaft sinking. 
Exploration expenses could continue into this phase. Environ­
mental-related equipment, mining facilities, mining equip­
ment, processing and storage facilities, and general mine 
development costs represent the large capital investment 
required. Mineral and surface rentals are possible expenses. 
Environmental operating costs and pre-production stripping 
costs are also included. Either mine headings and shaft 
sinking or overburden removal costs may be incurred. Finally, 
operating capital must be supplied to maintain operations.
When the mining development is advanced to the point that 
coal is being produced for sale, this phase is completed. 
Legislation requires that this phase also must be completed 
within ten years of the granting of the lease, barring unfore­
seen delays such as strikes, unnatural weather conditions, 
or unavailability of equipment.
ARTHUR CAKES nBRAJTfl 
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Production. The production phase covers those years 
of the mine life in which coal is produced in salable amounts. 
Delineation of the reserves, aiding in developing the mining 
plan, may precede the advance of the mining operation; recla­
mation activities may follow it; but the main process in­
volved in this phase is the actual mining of the coal.
The cash flow for the production phase has both income 
and expense. The income results from the sale of the coal, 
and must be sufficient to recover all expenses, an appropriate 
portion of the capital investment, and a respectable rate-of- 
return on this investment for the company. Mineral and land 
costs may include detailed delineation of reserves and pay­
ment of surface rentals; the mineral rentals will have been 
replaced by a royalty on production. Environmental costs 
may include the purchase of additional equipment, operating 
expenses, and stripping costs. Mining costs may include 
continued facilities construction, replacement or additional 
equipment purchases, haulage expense, processing and storage 
costs, and general mining costs including insurance. Depend­
ing upon whether the mine is a stripping operation or an 
underground mine, either overburden removal or mine headings 
would be another cost. Overhead costs must also be included.
When the coal reserves are depleted, or when they are 
no longer economical to mine, the production phase ends. 
Legislation limits this phase to a length of forty years; 
generally, at least twenty years of production are anticipated.
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Post-production. The post-production phase includes 
those years following cessation of coal production through 
completion of all mining operations on the property. Principal 
activities of this phase are reclamation procedures and aban­
donment of the property.
The cash flow for this phase again includes both income 
and expense. Income is represented in two factors: the re­
covery of operating capital, and the sale of surface rights 
(if they are in the possession of the company). Expenses 
involved would be reclamation and abandonment: reclamation
to the extent required by the stricter of federal or state 
requirements; and abandonment to include selling or dismantling 
facilities and selling or moving remaining equipment.
Once these activities are completed, the mine life is 
over. Post-production is limited to a maximum of ten years.
Cost Categories
The expenses involved in a mining operation have been 
divided into four categories for this DCF model. The main 
difference separating these categories is the method of tax 
handling. The costs incurred in the mining operation have 
been separated into the cost categories in a manner consis­
tent, as much as possible, with the legislation. Each cate­
gory is discussed in the sections which follow.
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Depletable. The owner of a mineral deposit is per­
mitted to recover the cost of acquiring that deposit through 
the depletion allowance. Depletion has been defined as the 
wasting of a natural resource as it is recovered. Two methods 
for calculating the depletion allowance are used by the fed­
eral government. These two methods are cost depletion and 
statutory depletion.
Cost depletion in a given year is determined by multiplying 
the fraction of reserves mined in that year and the depletable 
basis remaining for that year. The fraction of reserves mined 
represents the number obtained from dividing the units of the 
mineral produced in year n by the units of reserves remaining 
at the beginning of year n. The depletable basis is the total 
cost of mineral rights acquisition less any depletion allow­
ance claimed from year 1 through year n-1. When this basis 
reaches zero, no further cost depletion allowance is permitted. 
For this model, the depletion basis is composed of preacquisi­
tion costs, mineral and surface rentals, and exploration 
drilling costs; following iteration 1, the calculated bonus 
bid is added to this basis prior to each additional iteration.
Statutory depletion requires no depletable basis cal­
culations. The federal government allows a depletion deduc­
tion of 10 percent (according to present legislation) of 
gross sales, limited by 50 percent of net income. This
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allowance is available throughout the lifetime of a mine, 
and is not limited over a period of time by a basis. For 
this reason, if a company has a choice, it will generally 
not place a cost in the depletable basis but will deduct that 
cost elsewhere.
For cash flow purposes, the depletion allowance is de­
ducted prior to tax calculations, then added back into the 
cash flow afterwards.
Cash Costs, Recoverable. This -category includes those 
costs for which a present expenditure is returned in later 
years. The two items in the model following this pattern 
are the purchase of surface rights and the setting aside of 
operating capital. The surface rights expense, if they are 
purchased, is recovered at the end of the project when these 
rights are sold. The operating capital is recovered in the 
last year of operations. These items do not receive special 
tax treatment; however, if the surface rights have appreciated 
(or depreciated) in value, the sales revenue may be subject 
to capital gains regulations.
Depreciable. Depreciable items are those which are 
tangible personal property and which have long-term life. 
Depreciable expenses fall into two categories: those eligible
for the investment tax credit and those not eligible for it. 
The investment tax credit is a direct deduction against
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federal income taxes of a specified percentage, currently- 
set at 10 percent, of the total investment which qualifies.
Four methods of depreciation are included in the DCF 
model as an user option. They are straight line, double 
declining balance, sum of the years digits, and the double 
declining balance with a switch over to straight line as 
appropriate. Stermole (1972) present a detailed discussion 
of these four methods and the investment tax credit.
Investments included in these categories are environ­
mental and mining equipment purchases, processing and storage 
facilities, buildings, plants, and haulage equipment costs.
Expensed. The last category includes those items that 
are expensed. These costs represent an immediate cash outlay 
for an immediate benefit. All expenditures not eligible for 
one of the other previously discussed categories belong to 
this one.
Several classifications are available in the model for 
these costs. Among the expenses considered are all short-term 
costs, such as development and production phase mineral and 
surface rentals, stripping expenses, and reclamation activities 
mine headings (underground) or overburden removal (strip mine), 
haulage expenses, overhead expenses, and insurance expenses.
These items are considered the costs involved in operating 
the business. All such costs are eligible to be deducted 
from gross income before tax calculations on profit.
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Royalties
The owner of the mineral rights for a property may
mine the reserves himself or delegate that right to another.
In return for those rights, the owner may impose a royalty
restriction on the mineral production. Such is the case in
federal coal leasing properties. The federal government
*
demands a royalty payment from the lessee of a coal tract.
Two versions of royalty payments are applicable under dif­
fering situations, either the advance royalty or the calcu­
lated royalty. The rules and regulations for each are dis­
cussed below.
Advance Royalty (based on reserves). The leasing legis­
lation requires development of a coal mining property within 
ten years of the granting of the lease. As an added incen­
tive for a company to reach the production stage, the federal 
government imposes an advance royalty schedule, beginning 
in the sixth year of operations. The government arrives at 
a reserve estimate to be used for royalty purposes based 
upon the results of the U.S.G.S. investigation of the pro­
perty. This reserve estimate, along with the advance royalty 
schedule and the sale value of the coal, is used to determine 
the advance royalty to be paid.
The royalty is paid on the expected gross sales on a 











year 10 through 
year 40: 3 %
The sum of the percentages required in years six through 
forty is 100 percent. Thus, the total estimated reserves 
are subject to advance royalty payments.
Calculated Royalty (based on production). Once the 
production stage of the mine is reached, a calculated royalty 
is used if it exceeds the advance royalty required. This 
calculated royalty is defined as a minimum of 12 1/2 percent 
of gross sales; however, the government may require a lower 
percentage for underground mines.
The royalty due in any production year is the maximum 
of these two choices. Credit against royalty is allowed, 
however, for advance royalties until the total royalty due 
from production exceeds that paid under the advance schedule. 
This credit is eliminated after the twentieth year of a lease.
Taxations
Mining companies must consider several different forms 
of taxation in computing their cash flow from a mining oper­
ation. These taxations may come from the federal, state, or 
local levels. Some are quite significant, others less so; 
other than the federal taxes, they vary widely from location
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to location. Five individual taxations are represented in 
this DCF model: federal income and state income taxes, the
severance tax, the property tax, and the use tax.
Federal Income Tax. For the purposes of this model, 
the assumption is made that the mining company obtaining the 
lease controls enough profit-making operations that it falls 
into the 48 percent tax regulations. This assumption allows 
tax write-off of negative net profits, thus lowering the 
negative effect on cash flow in those years. The federal 
income tax is computed as 48 percent of net income; net in­
come is defined as gross income less royalties, depletion 
allowances, depreciation allowances, severance taxes, pro­
perty taxes, and operating expenses.
State Income Tax. The same assumptions shall apply to 
the state tax as to the federal tax. However, the tax rate 
varies from state to state, several states requiring no in­
come tax from corporations. The tax basis for those that 
do wTill be the same as for the federal tax.
Severance Tax. Several states impose a severance tax 
on the mining of minerals. Two methods for computing any 
required severance tax are available in this model. The 
first allows the user to specify a certain percent of gross 
sales as the severance tax. The other method allows the 
user to specify a certain dollar amount per ton to be used
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as the tax. These two methods are currently in use by states 
involved in coal leasing. The rates imposed by the various 
states vary dramatically, from near zero to 30 percent of 
gross sales.
Property Tax. The property tax is imposed by the state 
on the tangible personal property in the possession of the 
company during that year. Again, the percentage varies from 
state to state. The model allows the user to input this 
percentage, and uses a declining percentage multiplier on 
this basis to adjust for depreciation over the years. The 
basis originates with the purchase of the equipment (100 percent 
of the purchase amount), and is decreased each year until it 
reaches zero.
Use Tax. The use tax is also state-imposed. The tax, 
which replaces the sales tax for out-of-state purchases, is 
a one-time cost of a percentage of the purchase price of all 
tangible personal property for that year.
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DCF PROGRAM
There are three basic ingredients to a computer program. 
These are represented by input, computation, and output.
The computational models of this DCF computer program have 
been discussed in the preceding sections. The other two 
ingredients of the program, input and output, require com­
plete user understanding. A familiar saying among programmers 
concerning input is "garbage in, garbage out"; if one accepts 
any available data as good data, the results should be viewed 
with some skepticism. Even with good data, if one fails to 
interpret the results correctly, the labor is in vain. A 
brief description of the input and output of this program 
follows.
Input
The purpose of the input is to represent the data neces­
sary to determine the projected cash flow of the mining pro­
perty. Most of the data will be generated by mining personnel 
in the field, or by personnel at least familiar with the 
tract location and characteristics. Physical location will
17
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determine several factors, such as tax rates and shipping 
costs. Other items will be defined before the tract is 
offered for lease, such as the tract size. All data should 
be inspected for reasonableness before use, and any ques­
tionable data should be verified.
The program reads the input by means of the NAMELIST 
format. This method was chosen because of its relative 
ease of input, and because it clearly shows what values were 
entered for which variables. The example included with this 
paper demonstrates the requirements of the NAMELIST format.
The input parameters are defined in Appendix A. They 
have been listed alphabetically. Scalars require one value 
to be entered; vectors require from four to sixty, depending 
upon the total life of the project.
Output
The principal purpose of this DCF model is to determine 
a bonus bid to be expected of industry, representative of 
the fair market value for a property under consideration 
for coal leasing. This calculated minimum bonus bid, along 
with other relative output, is presented in summary form.
The cash flow items have been grouped into packages 
and can be printed at the user's option. The input para­
meter IOUTCL controls this option and is defined in Appendix 




A strip mining operation was chosen as the example 
for this thesis because most of the coal eligible for federal 
leasing would be mined by this method. The Northern Great 
Plains area contains much of this coal; thus, North Dakota 
was selected as a representative state for the example. The 
coal from this area is usually low-rank, sometimes classified 
as lignite; the selling price is correspondingly low. A 
high-volume operation is required under these circumstances.
The data were selected to meet these criteria.
Data
Although several sources of data were available, the 
Bureau of Mines data were used because the data met the re­
quirements detailed above, and because the data have been 
developed and updated over the years. The data contained 
in this report (Katell, 1974) have been divided into cate­
gories corresponding to the input parameters of this program. 
Appendix B lists the input data, showing the various components 




The example problem has been processed as a normal 
case, then repeated with three major variations. These 
variations, examined one at a time, are: a shift of loca­
tion, a delay during the development stage, and an increase 
in annual operating expenses. Each case will be discussed 
briefly and the resulting minimum bonus bid presented for 
comparison. Appendix C contains the complete printout for 
each of the cases.
Normal Case. For this paper, the normal case is consid­
ered to be a high-volume, low-rank coal mining operation in 
North Dakota. In addition to the mining data taken from the 
Bureau of Mines estimates, tax information has been assembled 
from the study published by the Western Governors' Regional 
Energy Policy Office (Bronder, 1976), and from discussions 
with state officials as to current changes.
Two changes in the North Dakota tax figures have taken 
place recently. The state severance tax is based on the 
wholesale price index and is adjusted quarterly. The most 
recent adjustment brought this tax to 54£ per ton. More 
recently, within the past month, the North Dakota government 
voted to reduce the sales tax (and, correspondingly, the use 
tax) from 4 percent to 3 percent, effective January 1, 1977. 
These up-to-date values were used in the data.
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The calculated bonus bid resulting from this data is 
$40,345,639 or $8,732.82 per acre. A bonus bid of this 
magnitude is not suggested to be realistic; this example 
is only intended to represent the program operations and 
the effects of variations on key parameters. This compares 
with the 1970 high of $505 per acre (Cloues, 1971, p. 61).
The royalty paid to the federal government yearly for the 
twenty-year production period is $6,037,500.
Effect of Location Variation. This variation has been 
included to illustrate the importance of local tax laws 
on the expected cash flow of the mining operation. The 
state of Montana has perhaps the harshest severance tax of 
any state: 30 percent of the total value of production based
on the contract sales price. Other taxes are not as severe, 
with no use tax being imposed. Other values, such as the 
acreage required for the operation, are left constant.
The resulting bonus bid required using this data is 
$14,118,611, or $3,055.98 per acre. As is apparent from the 
difference in the bid values, North Dakota offers a far more 
profitable tax climate than does Montana. Note also that 
the increased shipping distances from Montana to the eastern 
states have not even been considered in this example.
Effect of Development Delays. With the present public 
concern for environmental protection, it is not uncommon for
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a mining company to spend years in court seeking authority 
to begin a mining operation; that right could even be denied 
the company. Another potential problem is a delay in obtaining 
the equipment necessary to operate the mine. These delays 
cut into the net present worth of an operation as the income 
is moved further away from the start time. The delay se­
lected for use in this example is five years.
Three differing assumptions concerning the delay have 
received consideration. The first assumption allows the 
company partial foresight of the delay, and removes all de­
velopment costs to the fifth year of the delay. The second 
assumption has the company spreading the development costs 
equally over the five-year delay. The third case assumes 
the company was blind-sided; that is, the delay was totally 
unexpected and all development costs were applied in the 
original year of development.
Following the assumptions explained above, the resulting 
bonus values are:
1) $15,110,927, or $3,270.76 per acre;
2) $.8,905,454, or $1,927.59 per acre;
3) $ 1,354,783, or $ 293.24 per acre.
Effect of Expense Variation. Often the estimated ex­
penses of a mining operation are substantially in error due to
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unforeseen circumstances. The last few years have seen 
the increase in the price of coal exceed the increase in 
the cost of mining the coal; next year, the reverse situation 
could arise.
To demonstrate the effect of this problem, the example 
problem was repeated using 10 percent, 25 percent, and 50 
percent increases in annual operating expense with the fol­
lowing results:
10%: $36,660,145, or $7,935.10 per acre;
25%: $31,362,248, or $6,788.37 per acre;
50%: $22,378,854, or $4,843.91 per acre.
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CONCLUSIONS
Although some authors downgrade and refute the impor­
tance of coal leasing (Leshy, 1976; Good, 1976; Cannon, 1974), 
there is the possibility that coal production from the leasing 
of federal lands could save the stability of this country 
in the next few decades. While the effects of the 1973 oil 
embargo are being forgotten, another embargo in the future 
is a very real possibility. This nation should not rule out 
any source of energy for the future.
In preparing a tract of land for leasing, the collection 
of accurate data is a necessity. In the past, low estimates 
by the government caused them some embarassment; more recently, 
the required minimum bid has not been met and a tract went 
unleased. It is hoped that both government and private in­
dustry are sincere in their efforts at leasing; if so, the 
corresponding evaluations should be in the same ballpark.
In arriving at the required minimum bonus bid, the 
government should strive to be fair to industry. One example 
is permitting the company a reasonable profit on the opera­
tion. In the DCF model, a rate-of-return of 15 percent
24
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should not be too high; perhaps even 20 percent would be 
necessary to attract competitive bidding. Another possi­
bility would be to use a specified percentage of the cal­
culated net present worth as the minimum bonus bid.
Regardless of the outcome of these questions, the im­
portant matter is that enough coal be available to meet 
the needs of this nation. Pertinent items to be considered 
include the possibility of another embargo; the lead-time 
required for major coal operations; and the possibility of 
a technological breakthrough in coal gasification. It is 
sincerely hoped that opportunities for bettering the future 
of the United States are not squandered because of feuding 
among government, environmentalists, and private industry.
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- The cost of acquiring the land for mining; ex­
cluding the bonus bid but including fees paid 
for information from previous studies, surveys, 
and geological investigations.
- The cost of closing down operations other than 
reclamation; includes such items as dismantling 
facilities and disposing of equipment.
- The total acreage involved in the USGS-defined 
logical mining unit.
- The acreage of the tract offered for lease.
- The cost of planning, designing, and construction
of buildings and facilities.
- The cost of studies contracted out to geologists, 
engineers, draftsmen, etc.
- The cost of producing coal not covered in any 
other category; on a per-ton basis.
- The tonnage of coal production.
- The cost of mine development which is depreciable
but not eligible for the investment tax credit.
- The cost of geologic core drilling.
- The cost of environmental equipment.
- The cost associated with operating the environmental 
equipment.
- The cost of equipment used in the extraction process.
- The federal tax rate.
















- The cost of haulage equipment.
- The cost of constructing headings.
- An array of flags determining which packages
of cash flow item output are desired. For each
set IOUTCL (i) = 1 if that output package is 
desired.
1) Gross Income, Net Income, Taxable Income, 
After Tax Income, Depreciation, Depletion, 
Cash Flow, Discounted Cash Flow.
2) Advance Royalty, Calculated Royalty,
Federal Tax, State Tax, Severance Tax, 
Property Tax, Investment Tax Credit.
3) Depletable Basis, Depreciable with Credit, 
Expensed, Cash Cost Recoverable, Depreciable 
with no Credit.
- The number of years in the development phase.
- The number of years in the pre-development phase.
- The number of years in the post-production phase.
- The number of years in the production phase.
- A flag used[ to specify the method of depreciation
to use.
1) Straight-line (SL)
2) Double-declining balance (DDB)
3) Sum of the years digits (SYD)
4) Combination DDB-SL
- Overhead expressed as a percentage of sales.
- Overhead expressed as a certain amount per year.
- The amount of operating capital required.
- A catch-all category for the cost of items of a 
depreciable nature not covered by any other variable 
and not eligible for investment tax credit.
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OVBRMV - The cost of overburden removal, excluding equip-
ment but including labor, blasting, haulage opera­
ting costs, etc.
PRICOL - The selling price of the coal; on a per-ton basis.
PROCES - The cost of processing and storage equipment.
PROTXR - The property tax rate.
RATRET - The rate of return allowed to the company.
RECLAM - The cost of reclamation.
RIGHTS - The cost of surface rights, if purchased.
ROYRTF - The royalty rate as a fraction of sales.
ROYRTT - The royalty rate as a certain amount per ton.
SEVTXF - The severance tax rate as a fraction of sales.
SEVTXT - The severance tax rate as a certain amount per ton.
SHAFTS - The cost of sinking shafts for underground mining.
SORENT - The cost of minerals rental.
STATXR - The state tax rate.
STRIPG - The cost of surface stripping for environmental 
purposes.
SURENT - The cost of surface rentals.
TONFRC - The fraction of tract tonnage versus logical 
mining unit tonnage.
TONROY - The tonnage estimated and used for advance royalty 
calculations.
TRNSPT - The cost of transporting the coal to point of 
shipment.












x years of production:
BUILDG = $3,395,800
Floodlights and towers 
Communications 
Substation (10,000 kV-A) 
Disconnect skid 
Breaker skid 
Substation (1,000 kV-A) 





Office and washhouse 
Shop and warehouse 


























Initial road construction $125,000 
Site preparation 100,000


















Wheel tractor scraper (reclamation
and roads) 6 $1,616,400




Bulldozer (with dragline) 4 604,800
Drill (overburden) 2 1,173,000
Wheel tractor scraper (with
overburden drill) 4 1,077,600
Cable handler and reel 2 169,000
Coal drill 2 70,000
Coal shovel 2 2,880,000
Front-end loader (with coal
shovel) 2 729,4 00
Road grader 2 173,600
Water truck 1 4 3,200
Lubrication service truck 1 40,500
Mechanic truck 2 23,400
Welding truck 2 19,200
Electrician truck 2 19,200
Supply truck 1 9,000
Explosive truck 2 48,000
Pickup truck 6 36,000
Forklift 1 8,600
Crane truck 1 115,200



















Labor, 3 months 
Supplies, 3 months 
Payroll overhead, 3 mos. 
Indirect cost, 4 mos. 
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A FEDERAL COAL LEASING MODEL
d i s c o u n t e d  c a s h  flow a n a l y s i s
common / f l p s c l /  c t o t a l . pworth  
c
CASHFL(60)  . CSHCST(60)  
DPRCWC(60)  . DPRCWO(60)  
PROT A X(60)  . QNETIN(60)  
S E V T A X ( 6 0 ) . STATAX(60)  
XPENSE(60)
IYRPPO, i y r p r d , IYRTOT
IYPTOT = IYRPOV ♦ IYRDEV ♦ IYRPRD ♦ IYRPPO
40 CALL FLOW 
100 CALL OUTPUT
I F  ( IPRLES .EQ.  1 ) GO TO 300
I F  ( A0S( PWORTH) . L T .  1 0 0 . )  GO TO 300
B ON B ID ( l )  = B ON B ID ( l )  ♦ PWORTH
CALL SCLVEC ( DEPLET, DEPLET, PWORTH, 1 , 1  , 6 )
NOPASS = NOPASS ♦ 1
GO TO 40 
300 WRITE ( 6 . 9 0 0 1 )
9001 FORMAT ( 1 H I )
STOP
END
COMMON /FLPVEC/  A F T X I N ( 6 0 ) ,  BONBID(60>
1 DEPLET( 6 0 ) .  D IS HF L( 6 0)
2 FEDTAX( 6 0 ) .  GROSS I (60)
3 ROYADV(60) ,  ROYCAL(60)
4 T AXCRT(60)  , TXINAD(60)
COMMON / I N T I N S /  IPRLES * lYRDEV, IYRPDV, 
1 METHOD
COMMON / 1NT 1NV/ I 0UTCL (3 )
COMMON / INTSCL/  NOPAGE. NOPASS





COMMON /DUMMYS/ DUMMYl (60) *  OUMMY?(60) ,  DUMMY3(60)*  DUMMYA (60)  *
1 0UMMY5(60)  * DUMMY6(60)*  DtJMMY7(60) ,  DUMMY8(60)*
2 0UMMY9(60)  * DUMMY A (60)  * DUMMYB(60)  * DUMMYC(60)
C
COMMON / F L P I N S /  ACRTOT* ACRTRT, COLCST* FEDTXR* FRCINS* OHSALE* 
I  OHYEAR* OPRCAP, PRlCOLf  PROTXR* RATRET* ROYRTF,
2 ROYRTT* SEVTXF, SEVTXT* STATXR* TONFRC* TONROY*
3 USETXR
COMMON / F L P I N V /  ABANDM( 6 0 ) * ACQCST( 6 0 ) * BUILOG( 6 0 ) * CNTRCT( 6 0 ) *
1 COLPRD( 6 0 ) * CONSTR( 6 0 ) * COR I N G (60)  * ENVEQP( 6 0 ) *
2 ENVOPR( 6 0 ) * EQUIPT( 6 0 ) * HAULMG( 6 0 ) , HEADNG( 6 0 ) *
3 OTHERS( 6 0 ) * 0V6RMV.( 60)  * PROCES( 6 0 ) * RECLAM( 6 0 ) ,
A RIGHTS( 6 0 ) * SHAFTS( 6 0 ) * SORENT( 6 0 ) * STP IPG( 6 0 ) *
5 SURENT( 6 0 ) * TRNSPT(60)
C
COMMON /F LPS CL /  CTOTAL* PWORTH
C
COMMON /FLPVEC/  A F T X I N ( 6 0 ) *  B ONBID(60) *  CASHFL (6 0) *  CSHCST(60) *
1 DEPLET (60)  * D I S H F L ( 6 0 ) *  QPRCWC (60 ) * DPRCWO(60)*
2 FEDT AX (60)  * G R O S S K 6 0 ) ,  PROT AX (60 ) * Q N E T I N ( 6 0 ) *
3 ROYADV( 6 0 )9 ROYCAL(60)*  S E V TA X ( 60 ) ,  S TAT AX( 60) *
A T AXCRT (60)  * TX I NAD (60)  * XPENS£(60)
C
COMMON / I N T I N S /  IPRLES* IYRDEV* IYRPDV * IYRPPU* IYRPRD* IYRTOT*
1 METHOD
C
COMMON / I N T I N V /  I 0UTCL(3 )
C
COMMON / I N T S C L /  NOPAGE* NOPASS
C
DIMENSION F 1( 1 9 ) ,  F 2 < 1 3 2 0 ) *  F3 (  2 ) *  F A ( 1 1 4 0 )
DIMENSION I l (  6 ) *  I 2 (  3 ) ,  I 3 (  2 ) *  10(  20)
EQUIVALENCE ( ACRTOT• F 1 ( 1 ) )  , ( ABANDM(1) *F 2 ( 1 ) )  * ( CTOTAL* F 3 ( 1 ) )  *
1 ( A F T X I N ( I ) * F a ( 1 ) )
EQUIVALENCE ( I O U T C L ( l )  * 1 2 ( 1 )  ) * (NOPAGE* 13 (1)  )
C
WRITE( 6 * 9 0 0 1 )
9001 FORMATUHI  / /  IH *
162HTHE FOLLOWING IS A L IS T I N G OF THE DATA AS READ BY THE PROGRAM. 
A // )
READ(4,9002*END = 9) ( I D ( I ) * I = 1 , 2 0 )
T-1910 87
WRITE( 6 * 9 0  03) ( I D ( I )  , I = 1 • 2 0 )
5 READ(4 ,90  02,ENU=9)  ( ID ( I ) , 1 = 1 , 2 0 )
9002 FORMAT(20A4)
WRITE( 6 , 9 0  0 3 ) ( 1 0 ( 1 ) , 1 = 1 , 2 0 )
9003 FORMAT( 1 H ,20A4)







DO 10 1 = 1 , 1 9  





DO 20 1 =1 ,13 20  





DO 30 1 =1 , 2  
F3 ( I )
30 CONTINUE
DO 40 1 =1 , 11 4 0  
F 4 ( I ) 0.
40 CONTINUE 
DO 50 1 =1 , 8  
11(1) 0
50 CONTINUE 
DO 60 1 =1 , 3  
1 2 (1) 0
60 CONTINUE 































SUBROUTINE DEPREC ( RSLT * QINV * I BEG * I MAX * DEPYR* YL I F E * 
1 WROFF * METHOD )
DIMENSION P S L T ( l )
THIS SUBROUTINE ORIGINALLY APPEARED IN THE PACKAGE 
CALLED GUESS* PUBLISHED BY SCI ENTI F I C SOFTWARE CORP.
RSLT THE RESULT COLUMN
QINV THE INVESTMENT AMOUNT
IBEG CURRENT YEAR
IMAX MAX PROJECT L IFE — YTL
DEPYR NO. OF YRS OF DEPRECIABLE L IFE
YLIFE YEARS OF L I FE  (BEFORE LUMPED WRTOFF)
WROFF 1 / 0 *  DEPENDING ON WHETHER OR NOT A WRITEOFF*IN THE
CURRENT YEAR, IS WANTED FOR ALL DEPRECIATION AMOUNTS
ACCUMULATED INTO FUTURE YEARS.
1 ==> YES* WRITEOFF
0 ==> NO * NO WRITEOFF 
METHOO SWITCH DEFINING DEP. METHOD
1 ==> STRAIGHT LINE
2 ==> DOUBLE DECLINING
3 ==> SUM OF YEARS











y l i f e  •*
DEPYR *  














2000 1= IMAX 
I F ( QINV 
IF  ( 0 1N V 
: USER TRYING
WRITE (6









AMOUNT. VALUE WILL BE SET TO 0 AND CONT
9001 FORMAT ( / /  35H DEPRECIATION BASIS LESS THAN ZERO / / )
KKIHUH EASES LIBRARY 






















IF ( IBEG • E0•  IMAX ) GOTO 7000 
I I  = IBEG +1
00 5000 1= I I , I M A X
R = R SL T( I  )
GOTO (3100 ,3 20 0  , 3 3 0 0 ,  3 4 0 0 ) ,  METHOD
SUM1 = SUM1 ♦ QINV /DEPYR 
GOTO 4000
SUM1 = SUM1 ♦ 2 *  (QINV-SUM2) /  DEPYR 
GOTO 4000
Y O I G S = I - l -  IBEG
SUM1= SUM 1 + 2 . 0  *  QINV *  (DEPYR -  YDIGS) /DEPYR / (DEPYR+1• )  
GOTO 4000
I F ( I . L E . M I D I )  GOTO 3200
I F ( REM .EQ.  0 . 0 )  REM = QlNV -  SUMl
SUM1 = SUMl ♦ REM /  (DEPYR -  HALF)
GOTO 4000
IF ( I .EQ.NDEP ) GOTO 7000
IF ( I . E Q . L M P I  ) GOTO 7000
I F ( I . E Q .  IMAX ) GOTO 7000
I F ( SUMl • GE. QINV) GOTO 7000
R = R + SUM1 -  SUM2




R = R ♦ QINV -  SUM2 
RSLT( I ) = R
1 = WROFF *  1 .0001
I F ( I .EQ.  0) GOTO 9999 
R = 0 • 0
DO 8000 I = I B E 6 , IMAX 
R = R ♦ RSLT( I )
RSLT( I ) =0 .
CONTINUE


















DUMMY7 ( 6 0 )  
DUMMYb(60)
, DUMMY4(60)  , 




































ACQCST( 6 0 ) ,  B UILDG(60)
CONSTR( 6 0 ) ,  
EQUIPT( 6 0 ) ,  
0V6RMV( 6 0 ) ,  
SHAFTS( 6 0 ) ,  
TRNSPT(60)




CNTRCT( 6 0 ) ,  
ENVEQP( 6 0 ) ,  
HEADNG( 6 0 ) ,  
RECLAM( 6 0 ) ,  
STRIPG( 6 0 ) ,






AF T XI N (60)  
DEPLET(60)  
FEDT A X (60)  
ROYADV (60)  
TAXCRT(60)
BONBID(60)  







SEVT A X(60)  
XPENSt (60)
CSHCST( 6 0 ) ,  
DPRCWO( 6 0 ) ,  
QNETIN( 6 0 ) ,  
STATAX( 6 0 ) ,




IYRDEV, IYRPDV, IYRPPO, I y RPRO, IYRTOT,
COMMON / I N T l N V /  I 0UTCL (3 )
COMMON / I N T S C L /  NOPAGE, NOPASS
DIMENSION S T L ( 6 0 ) •  COSTDP(60) ,  S T AT D P( 6 0) ,  P C T ( 6 0 ) ,  TAX(60)  
DATA PCT / 5 * 0 . ,  . 0 1 ,  . 0 1 5 ,  . 0 2 ,  . 0 2 5 ,  3 1 * . 0 3 ,  1 0 * 0 . /
I N I T I A L I Z E  DUMMY VARIABLES
IF (NOPASS .GT.  1) GO TO 910
DO 5 1=1 ,60























DUMMY5 ( I 
DIJMMY6 ( I 



















M = IYRPDV ♦ 1
TRACT = 1 . 0 0
DO 10 I = M, IYRTOT 
S T L ( I )  = FRACT
TRACT = TRACT -  . 0 5
I T  (TRACT . L T .  0 . )  FRACT = 0 .  
10 CONTINUE
DEPRECIATION INPUTS
DEPRECIABLE WITHOUT INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT
CALL VECvEC ( OPRCWO, CONSTR, DPRCWO, 1 , IYRTOT* 2
CALL VECvEC ( DPRCWO * OTHERS* OPRCWO, 1 , IYRTOT* 2
DEPRECIABLE w i t h  i n v e s t m e n t  t a x  c r e d i t
CALL VECVEC ( DPRCWC, ENVEQP, DPRCWC, 1 * IYRTOT* 2
CALL VECVEC ( DPRCwC. BUILOG, DPRCWC, 1 , IYRTOT* 2
CALL VECVEC ( DPRCwC « EOUIPT, DPRCWC. 1 * IYRTOT, 2
CALL VECvEC ( DPRCWC, HAULNG, DPRCWC, 1 * IYRTOT* 2
CALL VECVEC ( DPRCwC, PROCES* DPRCWC, 1 * IYRTOT* 2
CALL SCLVEC ( DPRCWC, DUMMY 1, USETXR, 1 * IYRTOT* 2


































CALL VECVEC ( DPRCWO , DPRCWC« DUMMY2, 1
CUMULATED DEPRECIABLE WITH CREDIT
CALL SCLVEC ( DPRCWC, DUMMY3 ,  0 .  , 1
GROSS SALES
CALL SCLVEC ( COLPRD, GROSSI,  PR1C0L,  1
ROYALTY CALCULATION
RRFCPT = ROYRTF *  PRICOL
IYRROY = IYRTOT -  IYRPPO
c a l c u l a t e d  ROYALTY
CALL SCLVEC ( COLPRD, ROYCAL, RRFCPT, 1 ,
CALL SCLVEC ( POYCAL, DUMMYA, 0 .  , 1  ,
ADVANCE ROYALTY
CALL SCLVEC ( PCT , DUMMYC, TONROY, 1 ,
CALL SCLVEC ( DUMMYC, ROYADV, RRFCPT, 1 ,
CALL SCLVEC ( ROYADV, DUMMY5, 0 .  , 1  ,
USE THE LARGER, CREDITING PAST OVERPAYMENT TO
CALL VECVEC ( DUMMYA, DUMMY5, DUMMY6, 1 ,
CALL VECVEC ( 0UMMY4, DUMMY6, DUMMY6,  21 ,
DUMMYB(I) = DUMMY6U)
DUMMY7(1) = DUMMYB( I )
DO 660 1=2, IYRROY
0UMMY8(I )  = 0UMMY6( I ) -  DUMMY7 ( I - 1 )
IF  ( COLPRD( I ) . L T .  . 0 0 5 )  DUMMYri(I ) = 0 .
DtIMMY7 ( I ) = DUMMY7 ( I -  1 ) ♦ DUMMYB ( I )
660 CONTINUE
IYRTOT,  2 )
IYRTOT,  5 )
IYRTOT,  2 )
IYRROY, 2 ) 
IYRROY, 5 )
IYRROY, 2 > 
IYRROY, 2 ) 
IYRROY, 5 )
YEAR 20



























s e v e r a n c e  tax. CALCULATION
CALL SCLVEC ( GPOSSI,  SEVTAX, 
CALL SCLVEC ( COLPRD, DUMMYC, 
CALL VECVEC ( SEVTAX, DUMMYC,
SEVTXF, 1 , IYRTOT* 2 )
SEVTXT, 1 , IYRTOT , 2 )
SEVTAX, 1 , IYRTOT, 2 )
PROPERTY TAX CALCULATION
CALL SCLVEC ( DUMMY3, PROTAX, PROTXR, 1 , IYRTOT, 2 )
CALL VECVEC ( PROTAX, STL , PROTAX, 1 , IYRTOT, 3 )
EXPENSED COSTS
CALL SCLVEC ( COLPRD, 0UMMY9, COLCST, I , IYRTOT, 2
CALL VECVEC ( XPENSE, DUMMY9, XPENSE, 1 , IYRTOT, 2
CALL VECVEC ( XPENSE, SORENT, XPENSE, 1 , I YRTOT, 2
CALL VECVEC ( XPENSE, SURENT, XPENSE, 1 , IYRTOT, 2
CALL VECVEC ( XPENSE, ENVOPR, XPENSE, 1 , IYRTOT, 2
CALL VECVEC ( XPENSE, STRIPG, XPENSE, 1 , IYRTOT, 2
CALL VECVEC ( XPENSE, SHAFTS, XPENSE, I , IYRTOT, 2
CALL VECVEC ( XPENSE, HEADNG, XPENSE, 1 , IYRTOT, 2
CALL VECVEC ( XPENSE, 0V6RMV, XPENSE, 1 , IYRTOT, 2
CALL VECVEC ( XPENSE, TRNSPT, XPENSE, 1 , IYRTOT, 2
CALL SCLVEC ( GROSSI , o u m m y a , ohsale, 1 , IYRTOT, 2
CALL SCLVEC ( XPENSE, XPENSE, OHYEAR, 1 , IYRTOT, 6
CALL VECVEC ( XPENSE, OUMMYA, XPENSE, 1 , IYRTOT, 2
CALCULATE AND ADD IN i n s u r a n c e
CALL SCLVEC ( DUMMY3, d u m m y b , FRCINS,  1 , IYRTOT, 2
CALL VECVEC ( OUMMYB, STL , OUMMYB, 1 , IYRTOT, 3
CALL VECVEC ( DUMMYB, XPENSE, XPENSE, 1 , IYRTOT, 2
CALL VECVEC ( XPENSE , r e c l a m . XPENSE, 1 , IYRTOT, 2

















CALL SCLVEC ( CSHCST, CSHCST* RIGHTS* 1 * 1 9 6 )
N = IYRPOV IYRDEV ♦ IYRPRU ♦ 1
Y = - 1 .  * R IGH T S( I )
CALL SCLVEC ( CSHCST* CSHCST* Y * N * N 9 6 )
IBEG = IYRPOV ♦ 1
CALL SCLVEC ( CSHCST* CSHCST, OPRCAP, IBEG * IBEG * 6 )
Y = - 1 .  * OPRCAP
CALL SCLVEC ( CSHCST* CSHCST* Y * N * N , 6 )
00 15 1=1*60
Du m m y l ( I ) = 0.
DUMMY3 ( I ) = 0 .
o u m m y a ( I ) = 0 .
0UMMY5( I ) = 0.
DUMMY7( I ) = 0.
DUMMY9 ( I ) = 0.
OUMMYA( I ) = 0.
o u m m y b ( I ) = 0.
DUMMYC( I ) = 0.
15 CONTINUE
NET INCOME CALCULATION
CALL VECVEC ( XPENSE* SEVTAX * DUMMY 1 * 1 9 IYRTOT * 2 )
CALL VECVEC ( OUMMYB, PROTAX* DUMMY3* 1 9 IYRTOT * 2 )
CALL VECVEC ( DUMMY 1 * DUMMY3* DUMMY 1 * 1 9 IYRTOT * 2 )
CALL VECVEC ( GROSS I . DUMMY 1 * Q N E T I N * 1 9 IYRTOT* 1 )
DEPRECIATION ALLOWANCE
M = IYRPOV ♦ -1YRDEV
DO 1000 1 = 1 * IYRTOT 
N = 1
IF  ( I  . I T .  M> N = M
CALL OEPREC ( OUMMYB. ENVEQ.P ( I ) * N* IYRTOT* 10* * 10 .  * 0 .  * METHOD
CALL DEPREC ( DUMMYD* BUILOG( I ) * N* IYRTOT* 2 0 .  * 2 0 . * 0 .  * method
CALL OEPREC ( DUMMY'B , CONSTR( I ) * N* IYRTOT* 10.  * 10.  * 0 .  * METHOD
CALL DEPREC ( DUMMYB, OTHERS( I ) * N* IYRTOT, 10.  * 10.  * 0 .  , METHOD





























o u m m y b ,
DUMMYB,
HAULNG( I ) ,  N, 
PROCES( I ) , N,
IYRTOT, 
I YRTOT,
TAXABLE INCOME BEFORE DEPLETION
1 0. ,
1 0. * 1 0. , 1 0. * 0. , 0 . , METHOD ) METHOD )













































DO 900 1 = 1 , 1 YRTOT
STATDP( I )  = AMAXKO.O,  A M I N 1 U . 5 *  DUMMY4. ( I ) ) , ( .  1 *GROSS I  < I ) ) ) )
900 CONTINUE
RE-ENTER POINT FOR ALL PASSES OTHER THAN FIRST
910 CONTINUE
DO 915 1 = 1 , IYRTOT 
Dummy7 ( i ) = o.
DUMMYC( I ) = o .
915 CONTINUE









DO 100 I=M,N 








CBAS I S ,  
DBAS I S ,
IYRTOT,  3 ) 
IYRTOT, 3 )













































CALL SCLVEC ( COLPRD, COS TUP, RATIO , I
IF (COSTUP(I) .LT. 0.) COSTDP(I) = 0 •
THE GREATER OF COST OR STATUTORY IS USED
CALL VECVEC ( COSTDP, STATDP, DUMMYC, I
REDUCE THE BASIS BY THIS YEARS USAGES
DBASIS = DBASIS - DUMMYC(I)
CBASIS = CBASIS - COLPRD(1)
100 CONTINUE
t a x a b l e INCOME AFTER DEPLETION
CALL VECVEC ( DUMMYB, DUMMYC, DUMMYSf 1
CALL VECVEC ( QNETIN, 0UMMY5, T X I NAD, 1
FEDERAL AND STATE INCOME TAX CALCULATIONS
CALL SCLVEC ( TXINAD, FEDTAX, FEDTXR, I
CALL SCLVEC ( TXINAD, STATAX, STATXR, 1
INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT CALCULATION
CALL SCLVEC ( DPRCwC, TAXCRT, .1 , I
NET AFTER TAXES CALCULATION
CALL VECVEC ( FEDTAX, STATAX, TAX , I
CALL VECVEC ( TXINAD, TAX , AFTXIN, I
CALL VECVEC < AFTXIN, TAXCRT, AFTXIN, I
CASH FLOW
I , 2 )
ACTUAL DEPLETION 
I , 6 >
IYRTOT, 2 ) 
IYRTOT, 1 )
IYRTOT, 2 ) 
IYRTOT, 2 )
IYRTOT, 2 )
IYRTOT, 2 ) 


















( DUMMY 7, 





































= CASHFL(I) / < < ! . ♦  RATRET) ** (II - I) )




COMMON / 1NTSCL/ NOPAGE « NOPASS 
NOPAGE = NOPAGE ♦ 1
WRITE(6,9001)
9001 FORMAT( lHl )
WRITE ( 6 , 9 0 0 2 )  NOPAGE
9002 FORMAT ( 1 H ,MX* 5>1 hF E 0 E R A L 
IE L // 1H ,36X,57HD I S C 0 U N 
21. Y S I  S // 1H , 1 04-X ♦ 5HPAGE
RETURN
End
C O A L  L E A S I N G  M O D




COMMON /DlJMMYS/ d u m m y i ( 6 0 > ♦ 
Dummy5 ( 6 0 ) *
DUMMY9 ( 6 0 ) *
DUMMY/? ( 60 ) , 
DUMMY6 ( 6 0 ) *  
DUMMYA(60 ) ,











c o l c s t  «
PRICOL*
SEVTXT*


































COMMON / I N T I N S /  IPRLES* IYRDEV* IYRPDV* 
1 METHOD
COMMON / 1NT I N V /  I 0UTCL(3 )
COMMON / 1 NT SCL/  NOPAGE* NOPASS
CALL HEADER 
WRITE( 6 , 1 0 )
10 FORMAT( 1 H , 2X,  20HINPUT-INFORMATION
WRITE( 6 * 2 0 )  ACRTOT 
20 FORMAT( 1H *2X*24HT0TAL ACRES 
WRITE( 6 * 2 5 )  ACRTRT 
25 FORMAT( 1 H * 2 x , 2 4 mTRACT ACRES
CALL SCLVEC ( COLPRD* DUMMY 1 * X * 1
WRITE( 6 * 3 0 )  X 
30 FORMAT(1H ,2X*  24MT0TAL COAL IN PLACE
DUMMY3(60)  
DlJMMY 7 (60)  
DlJMMYd (60)
DIJMMY4 (60 ) * 
















CNTRCT( 6 0 ) *  
ENVEQP(60) , 
HEADNG( 6 0 ) *  
RECLAM( 6 0 ) ,  
STRIPG( 6 0 ) ,





CSHCST( 6 0 ) *  
DPRCWO( 6 0 ) *  
QNETIN( 6 0 ) *  
STATAX( 6 0 ) *
IYRPPO * IYRPRD* IYRTOT*
/)
= * F 15 • 3)
= *F15« 3)





T-1910 1 0 0
A VALUE FOR TONFRC IS CALCULATED IF  NOT INPUT
IF (TONFRC , L T .  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 )  TONFRC = ACRTRT /  ACRTOT 
X = TONFRC «■ X
WRITE( 6 , 3 5 )  X
35 F ORMAT( 1 H , 2 X ,  2AHTRACT COAL IN PLACE = ,F  15 . 3 )
WRITE ( 6 , 5 1 ) IYRPDV
51 format (1H , 2X.2AHYEARS p r e d e v e l o p m e n t = , 2 X , 12)
WRITE ( 6 , 5 2 ) IYRDEV
52 format (1H , 2 X , 2AHYEARS DEVELOPMENT = , 2 X , 12)
WRITE ( 6 , 5 3 ) i y r p r d
53 f ormat ( 1H , 2 X, 2AHYEARS PRODUCTION = , 2 X , 12)
W RIT E (6 « b A ) IYRPPD
5A FORMAT (1H , 2 X , 2 a HYEARS POST-PRODUCTION = ,  2 X , 12)
WRITE ( 6 , 5 5 ) IYRTOT
55 FORMAT (1H , 2X.2AHYEARS TOTAL L IFE —, 2 X , 12)
WRITE ( 6 . 6 0 )  PRICOL 
60 FORMAT ( 1 H , 2 X , 2AHSELLING PRICE OF COAL = , F 8 . 2 )
WRITE ( 6 . 7 0 )  RATRET 
70 FORMAT (1H ,2X,2AHRATE OF RETURN USED = , F 8 . A )
WRITE(6♦20 0)
200 FORMAT( / /  1H , ? X ,  17hCALCULATED VALUES />
CALL SCLVEC ( COLPRD. DUMMYA. SUMPRD, 1 , IYRTOT.  3 )
I F  (NOPASS .EQ.  1) GO TO 235 
WRITE ( 6 , 2 1 0 )  B ON BI D( l )
210 FORMAT (1H ,2X,2AhB0NUS TOTAL PAID = , F 1 5 . 2 )
DUMMYA(l )  = BON BI O( l )  /  SUMPRD
WRITE ( 6 , 2 2 0 )  DUMMYA (1 )
220 FORMAT ( 1H , 2X * 2AHB0NUS PER TON = , F 1 5 . 2 )
DUMMYA(2) = B ON B ID ( l )  /  ACRTOT
WRITE ( 6 , 2 3 0 )  DUMMYA(2)
230 FORMAT ( 1H , 2X., 2AHB0NUS PER ACRE = , F 1 5 . 2 )
235 I F  (NOPASS .ME. 1) RETURN
WRITE ( 6 , 2  A 0) PWORTH 
2A0 FORMAT < 1H , 2X , 2AHDI SCOIJNTED NET WORTH = , F 1 5 . 2 )
DUMMYA(3) = PWORTH /  SUMPRD
WRITE ( 6 , 2 5 0 )  DUMMYA(3)
250 FORMAT (1H .2X.2AHPRESENT WORTH PER TON = , F 1 5 . 2 )
DUMMYA(A) = PWORTH /  ACRTOT
WRITE ( 6 , 2 6 0 )  DUMMYA(A)
260 FORMAT (1H ,2X,2AHPRESENT WORTH PER ACRE = , F 1 5 . 2 )
RETURN
END
T-1910 1 0 1
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT 
COMMON /F LP S CL /  CTOTAL* PWORTH
COMMON / I N T I N S /  IPRLES* IYRDEV* IYRPDV* IYRPPU* I y RPRD* IYRTOT*  
1 methoo
COMMON y i N T l N V /  I0UTCL(3 )
COMMON / I NTSCL/ NOPAGE* NOPASS
I F (NOPASS. EO. 1) CALL LPRIMT 
I F ( I P R L E S . E Q . l )  GOTO 2500 
IF(Ar iS(PWORTH)• GT. 1 0 0 . )  GOTO 50 








COMiMON /DUMMYS/ DUMMY! ( 6 0 ) ,  DUMMY2(60) ,  QUMMY3(60) ,  Ol jMMY4(60)
1 DUMMYS(60 ) , DUMMY6(60 ) , DUMMY 7 ( 6 0 ) ,  OUMMYB(60)
2 DUMMY9(60) ,  DUMMYA (60)  « 0UMMY6(60) ,  D(JMMYC(60)
COMMON / F L P I M S /  ACRTOT % ACRTRT, COLCST, FEDTXR, FRCINS,  OHSALE
1 ONYE AR, OPRCAP, PRICOL,  PROTXR, RATRET, ROYRTF
2 ROYRTT, SEVTXF, StVTXT,  STATXR, TONFRC, TONROY
3 USETXR
COMMON / F L P I N V /  ABANDM( 6 0 ) ,  ACQCST(60) ,  6 U I L D G ( 6 0 ) ,  CNTRCT(60)
1 COLPRD( 6 0 ) ,  CONST R (60)  , CORING( 6 0 ) ,  ENVEQP(60)
2 ENVOPR ( 60 ) , EQ*J 1 PT ( 60 ) , H AULNG ( 60 ) , HEAONG ( 60 )
3 OTHERS( 6 0 ) ,  OVriRMV<60),  PROCES(60) ,  RECLAM(60)
A RIGHTS( 6 0 ) ,  SHAFTS( 60) ,  SORENT<60) ,  STRIPG(60)
5 SURENT(60)  , T RNSPT(60)
COMMON /F LPS CL /  CTOTAL, PWORTH
COMMON /FLPVEC/  AFTXIN ( 6 0 ) ,  0ONBID(6O>,  CASHFL( 6 0 ) ,  CSHCST(60)
1 DEPLET(60)  ♦ DI SHF L (60)  , DPRCWC(60) ,  DPRCwO(60)
2 FEDTAX( 6 0 ) .  GROSSI( 6 0 ) ,  PROTAX( 6 0 ) ,  Qn E T I N ( 6 0 )
3 ROYADV( 6 0 ) ,  ROYCAL(60) ,  SEV TA X (6 0) ,  STATAX(60)
4 T AXCRT(60)  , T X I NAD( 6 0 ) ,  XPENSE(60)
COMMON / I N T I N S /  IPRLES,  IYRDEV, IYRPDV, IYRPPO, IYRPRD, IYRTOT 
1 METHOD
COMMON / I N T I N V /  I 0UTCL(3 )
COMMON / 1NTSCL/ NOPAGE, NOPASS
DIMENSION I T I T L E ( A B ) ,  J T I T L E ( 4 8 ) ,  K T I T L E ( 4 8 )  
DIMENSION I EQUAL(16)
DATA I EQUAL /  16*4H==== /
d a t a ITITLE / 4H GRO, AHSS , AH NE, 4HT 4HTAXA, 4HBLE •
1 4H AFT, AHER , AH DEP, 4HREC 4H DEP, 4HLET ,
2 AH CA, 4HSH , AH DI, 4HSC 4H INC, 4HOME ,
3 AH INC, ahomE , AH INC, 4 H 0 M E 4H TA, 4HX ,
4 AH 4H , 4H , AH 4H FL, AHOW ,
5 AH CA, 4HSH , AH , AH 4H AH ,
6 AH 4H • AH INC, 4610 ME AH 4H ,














OATA JTI TLE / 4HAUVA, 4 H N C E , hH CA, 4HLC * 4HFEDE, 4HRAL *
1 4H STA, <+HT E * 4HSEVR, 4HAi\)CE , 4HPR0P « 4HERTY,
2 4 H INV* 4hti  ST * 4H * 4H , 4HPQYA * 4HLTY ,
3 4HR0YA * 4HLTY • 4H TA, 4HX , 4H TA, 4HX ,
4 4H TA, 4HX « 4H TA, 4HX , 4H TA* 4HX *
5 4H , 4H * 4H , 4H , 4H 4H ,
6 4H , 4H * 4H * 4H , 4H 4H ,
7 4H , 4H * 4H CRE* 4HDIT , 4H 4H /
DATA KTITLE / 4H DEP, 4HLET * 4H DEP, 4HREC * 4HEXPE* 4HNSED,
1 4H CA, 4rlSH , 4H OEP, 4HREC , 4H 4H ,
2 4H 4H * 4H * 4H , 4H 4H ,
3 4H W I , 4HTH * 4H * 4H 4H CO* 4HST *
4 4HWITH, 4HOUT * 4H * 4H , 4H 4H ,
5 4H , 4rl * 4H * 4H , 4HINVT, 4HXCRT,
6 4H , 4H * 4HRECO, 4HVRED, 4HINJVT, 4HXCRT*
7 4H , 4H * 4H * 4H , 4H 4H /
PAGE 1
IF  ( I OUT C L ( I ) *NE.  1) GO TO 20 
CALL HEADER
WRITE ( 6 * 9 0 0 1 )  ( I T I T L E ( I ) * 1 = 1 * 1 6 )
WRITE ( 6 , 9 0 0 1 )  ( I T I T L E ( I ) * 1 = 1 7 * 3 2 )
WRITE ( 6 , 9 0 0 1 )  ( I T I T L E ( I ) * 1 = 3 3 , 4 8 )
9001 FORMAT (1H , 9 X * 8 ( 3 X * A4 , A 4 , 2 X ) )
WRITE ( 6 , 9 0 0 1 )  ( I E Q U A L ( I ) * 1 = 1 * 1 6 )
DO 16 1 = 1 , IYRTOT
I X = I + 1 9 7 5
15 WRITE (6,9002) I,IX * GROSS I(I)*ONETIN(I) •TXI NAD(I) ,AFT X IN(I) * 
1 DUMMYB(I) ,DUMMYC(I) * CASHFL ( I) *OISHFL(I)
9002 FORMAT(1H * I 2 * 1X , 14 , 2 X , 8 ( F 1 2 . 0 , 1 X ) )
CUMMED VALUES FOR DCF
WRITE( 6 , 9 0 0 3 )  CTOTAL* PWORTH
9003 FORMAT( / l H  , 8 7 X , 2 ( F 12•0 * 1X) )
PAGE 2
20 IF ( IOIJTCL (2)  .ME.  1) GO TO 30 
CALL HEADER
WRITE ( 6 , 9 0 0 1 )  ( J T I T L E ( I ) * 1 = 1 * 1 6 )
RRTHUH HAKES LIBRARY 








WRITE ( 6 , 9 0 0 1 )  ( J T I T L E ( I ) , 1 = 1 7 , 3 2 )
WRITE ( 6 , 9 0 0 1 )  ( J T I T L E ( I ) , 1  = 3 3 , 4 8 )
WRITE ( 6 , 9 0 0 1 )  ( I t O U A L ( I ) ,1 = 1 , 1 4 )
DO 25 I = 1 , IY°TOT 
I X = I + 1 9 7 5
25 WRITE ( 6 , 9 0 0 2 )  I , I X , ROY AOV ( I ) * ROYCAL ( I ) ,PEOTAX( I )  , STATAX ( I )  , 
1 S E V T A X ( I ) , P R O T A X ( I ) , TAXCRT( I )
PAGE 3
30 IE (IOUTCL(3) •NE• 1) RETURN 
CALL HEADER
WRITE (6,9001) (KTITLE(I),1=1,l b )
WRITE (6,9001) (KTITLE(I),1=17,32)
WRITE (6,9001) (KTITLE(I),1=33,48)
WRITE (6,9001) ( I EQUAL(I) ,1 = 1,10)
DO 550 1=1,IYRTOT 
IX = I + 1975












COMMON / F L P I N V /
COMMON /FLPVEC/.



































o h s a l e























IYRDEV, IYRPDV, IYRPPD, lYRPRO, IYRTOT
COMMON / 1NTINV/  10UTCL(3)
NAMELIST / LEASE / A B A N D M , ACQCST, ACRTOT, ACRTRT, BUILDG,
1 CNTRCT , COLCST, COLPRD, CORING, ENVEQP, ENVOPR, EQUIPT,
2 FEDTXR , FRCINS, HAULNG, HEADNG, IOUTCL, IPRLES, IYRDEV,
3 IYRPDV , IYRPPD, IYRPRD, IYRTOT, METHOD, OHSALE, o h y e a r ,
OPRCAP , OTHERS, OVBRMV, PRICOL, PROCES, PROTXR, RATRET,
5 r e c l a m , RIGHTS, ROYRTF, ROYPTT, SEVTXF, SEVTXT, SHAFTS,
6 SORENT , STATXR, STRIPG, SURENT, TONFRC, TONROY, TRNSPT,
7 USETXR






















SUBROUTINE SCLVEC(X . Y . A .  IBEG , IEND .NS) 
DIMENSION X (1)  ♦ Y ( 1 )
THIS SUBROUTINE ORIGINALLY APPEARED IN THE PACKAGE
c a l l e d  g u e s s  * p u p l i s h e d  by  s c i e n t i f i c  so f t w a r e  Co r p .
PERFORMS A SCALAR OPERATION ON TABLE X WITH RESULTS 
IN TABLE Y USING PARAMETER A AND SWITCH NS 
START IN YEAR IBEG 
END IN YEAR IEND
NS =1 ==> Y = X * (1-A )
=2 ==> Y = X » A
=3 = = > A = SUM OF X
-4 = = > Y = A / X
=5 = = > Y = X CUMMED
=6 = = > Y = X ♦ A
I F  (NS .NE. 1) GO TO 2
DO 1 1=1BEG. IEND
1 Y d )
GO TO 100
= X ( I )  *  (1
2 IF  (NS .NE. 2) GO TO 4
DO 3 1=1BEG. IEND
3 Y ( I )
GO TO 100
= X ( I )  *  A
4 I F  (NS .NE. 3) GO TO 6
A = 0 .
DO 5 I = I 8 E G . IEND
5 A
GO TO 100
= A ♦ X ( I >
6 IF  (NS .NE. 4) GO TO 8
DO 7 I = IBEG. IEND
7 Y ( I ) = A /  X ( I )
GO TO 100
Q IF (NS .NE. 5) GO TO 10
XA = 0 .
DO 9 I = 1BEG«IEND
Y ( I ) = XA ♦ X ( I )
9 XA
GO TO 100
= Y ( I )
10 I F  (NS .NE. 6) GO TO 12
DO 11 1 = 1 BEG . IEND
T-1910 107
I I  Y ( I )





















SUBROUTINE VECVEC(X,Y*Z .IBEG ,IEND *NS) 
DIMENSION X (1) .Y ( 1) ,Z(1)
THIS SUBROUTINE ORIGINALLY APPEARED IN THE PACKAGE
c a l l e d g u e s s , p u b l i s h e d by s c i e n t i f i c s o f t w a r e Co r p .
PERFORMS A VECTOR OPERATION ON ARRAYS X AND Y WITH 
RESULTS IN Z. START AT IBEG. END AT IEND.
NS IS SWITCH.
1 Z= X-Y
2 Z- X + Y
3 z= X*Y
4 z= X/Y
5 Z= MIN ( X, Y)
6 z= MAX (X * Y)
IF (NS .NE. 1)
DO 1 1 = IBEG, IEND
1 Z ( I )  = X( I >  -  Y ( I )
GO TO 100
2 IF (NS .NE.  2) GO TO 4
DO 3 1 = 1 BEG, IEND
3 Z ( I )  = X ( I )  ♦ Y ( I )
60 TO 100
4 IF  (NS .NE.  3) GO TO 6 
DO 5 1 = 1BEG * IEND
5 Z ( I )  = X ( I )  *  Y ( I )
GO TO 100
6 IF (NS .NE.  4) GO TO 8
DO 7 1=1BEG, IEND
7 Z ( I )  = X ( I )  /  Y ( I )
GO TO 100
8 IF (NS .NE.  5) GO TO 10
DO 9 I = I 8 E 6 , I E \ ' D
Z ( I )  = X ( I )
IF ( X ( I )  . L T .  Y ( I ) ) GO TO 9 
Z ( I >  = Y ( I )
9 CONTINUE
10 IF (NS .NE.  6) GO TO 12
DO 11 I = I dE G, I END 
Z(I) = X(I)
IF ( X ( I ) . GT. Y ( I ) )  GO TO 11 
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